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SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF CERTAIN

ONE-PARAMETRIC FAMILIES OF SYMMETRIC

OPERATORS IN HILBERT SPACE

BY

A. E. NUSSBAUM«

Abstract. It is proved that if a one-parameter family of symmetric operators

acting in a Hubert space has the semigroup property on a dense linear manifold and is

weakly continuous, then the operators are essentially selfadjoint and permute in the

sense of permuting spectral projections of the selfadjoint extensions. It follows from

this that the operators have a joint spectral integral representation.

1. Introduction. If {Ta}, a > 0, is a semigroup of selfadjoint operators acting in a

Hubert space £>, i.e. TaTß = Ta + B for all a and ß > 0, and if for every x e (~)a>0 D(Ta)

(if 5" is an operator acting in § we denote by D(S) its domain) (Tax, x) is either a

bounded or measurable function of a in some interval, then there exists a unique

positive selfadjoint operator T in § such that Ta = T" for all a > 0. This theorem is

well known in case the operators are bounded. A particularly simple and elegant

proof was given by B. v. Sz. Nagy (cf. [3, p. 73]). Using the basic idea of Nagy's

proof, A. Devinatz [2] extended the theorem to unbounded operators. Except for

minor changes the proof is as follows: The conditions on (Tax, x) imply [3, p. 73]

that the function a -> (Tax, y) is continuous for every x and y in C\a>0 D(Ttt). Let

T1=\™ A dE(X) be the canonical spectral representation of 7\. Since T1 = Tf,2 and

a positive selfadjoint operator has a unique positive selfadjoint square root it

follows that

Tll2 = j" A1'2 dE(X).

Repeating this argument we get that

Tml2» =  P A"1'2" dE(X) = 7?'2",
Jo

that is, Ta = T? for all a of the form a = m¡2", where m and n are positive integers.

From this follows, using the fact that a -> (Tax, y) and a -*■ (T?x, y) are continuous

for every x and y in D = C]a>0 D(Ta), that Tax = T?x for all x e D and a>0. We

have tacitly assumed that D = (~)cc>0 D(T%). This follows from the fact that if
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a<mßn then D(Tml2»)^ D(Ta) and D(T?l2n)<= D(T?) since Fm/2" = Fm/2»_aFa and

similarly T{nl2" = T{ril2"~aTí. Hence

D = n £>(Fa) = n ß(F»,2») = n zot8-) = n wx
a>0 a>0

where in the intersection of the two middle terms m and n ranges over the set of

positive integers. Let £„ = F([0, «]), then £„§c D. If now <*>0 and .v e D(Tï), then

Enx-^x and TaEnx = TiEnx = EnTix ~> T?x as n^oo. Therefore, since Ta is a

closed operator, x e D(Ta) and Tax = T{xx, i.e. T"^Ta. This implies that Ta = T".

The purpose of this paper is to significantly extend this theorem as follows:

Ler {Sa}, 0<a<a, be a one-parametric family of symmetric operators in fe, where

0<agoo, and D be a dense linear manifold in fe contained in D(SaSß) for all «, ß

such that 0<a + ß<a. Suppose that

uaußX = oa + ßx

for all xe D and a, ß such that 0<a + ß<a and (Sax, x) is either a bounded or

measurable function of a in some interval for every xe D. Then the operators Sa are

essentially selfadjoint and there exists a unique positive selfadjoint operator T such

that Sa = T" for all a. (Sa denotes the closure of Sa.)

Note that the theorem is not trivial even if we assume that a = 00, the operators

Sa are all selfadjoint and D is invariant under every Sa. At least the proof of Nagy-

Devinatz fails for several reasons. For example we cannot conclude that TÍ = T2¡2

from the sole fact that T1x = T22x for all x in D.

We shall indicate some applications of our theorem, others and extensions of our

result will be discussed in another publication.

2. Preliminary results.

Proposition 1. If A and B are permuting selfadjoint operators in a Hubert space

fe (i.e., A and B have permuting spectral projections) and Ax = Bxfor all x in a dense

set D, then A = B.

Proof. The proposition is certainly well known, but for the sake of completeness

we shall give a proof. Let {F(ct)} and {F(t)} be the canonical spectral measures of A

and B, respectively. For every positive integer n let En = E([ — n, «]) and F„ =

F([-m,«]). Let Pn = EnFn. Then Pn^I (strongly) as n^oo since En^I and

Fn ->■ / as « -> 00. (/ denotes the identity operator in fe.) Let x e D(B), then

Pnx e D(B) and Pnx e D(A) (this is true for any x e fe for Fnx e D(B) and Enx e D(A)

for all x e fe and EnBFn<=BEnFn = BPn and FnAEn^AFnEn = AEnFn = APn). Hence

for every y e D

(BPnx, y) = (Pnx, By) = (Pnx, Ay) = (APnx, y).

Since D is dense in fe we conclude that APnx = BPnx for all n. Now Pnx -*■ x and

APnx = BPnx=PnBx -> Bx as n -> 00. Therefore x e D(A) and Ax = Bx, since A is

closed. Thus, B<=A. Similarly A^B and therefore A = B.
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The next lemma appears to be new and is important in the proof of the main

theorem. We recall that a regular point of an operator A in £> is a complex number

a such that (A— a/)-1 exists and is bounded (but the domain of (A — a/)-1 is not

assumed to be £> or even dense in £>). We denote by A(,4) the set of regular points

of A and by R(A) and N(A) the range and the nullspace of A, respectively.

Lemma 1. Let S± and S2 be two symmetric operators in a Hubert space § and sup-

pose that each operator has equal deficiency indices. If

(1) S1S2x = S2S1x for all xeD, where D is a linear manifold contained in

¿»(SÄ) n D(S2SX) and

(2) (S1 — aJ)(S2 — a2I)D is dense in £ for some a± e AtS,) and a2 e A(S2), then

Tí = S, and T2 = S2 are selfadjoint and permute.

Proof. We first note that at e A(T¡) and R(Tt-atI) is closed in § for i=\, 2. The

first statement is obvious and the second follows from the fact that R^ — aJ) is

the domain of the closed, continuous operator (T¡ — aj)'1. Next, Z?^ —a(/) = §

for /=1, 2. For suppose that y¥=0, yeR^-aJY (or y e R(T2-a2I)L).

(M1 denotes the orthogonal complement of a linear manifold M in £>.) Then

((Sx — aj) (S2 — a2I)x,y) = 0 for all x e D. This contradicts the hypothesis (2).

R(Ti-aJ) = & implies N(Ti*-aJ) = R(Ti-aiI)1 = {0} and this shows that the

deficiency indices of Tt are (0, 0), i.e. jT, and T2 are selfadjoint.

We now show that r, and T2 permute. Let x be an element of D and

y = (T1-aJ)(T2-a2I)x.

Then

y = (T2-a2I)(T1-aJ)x   by (1),

and therefore

(Tx-ajy^-ajy'y = (n-a^)-\Tí-alí)-íy = x.

From this it follows, since the set of y's is dense in & by (2) and the operators

(71! —öj/)-1 and (T2 — a2I)_1 are bounded operators with domain §, that

(T^arf-KTz-aJ)-1 = (^-ajy^Tx-ajy1.

This implies that (T^ — aJ)'1 permutes with T2. This in turn implies by the spectral

theorem that the spectral projections of T2 permute with (7\ — ajy1 and hence

with Tu Therefore, again by the spectral theorem, it follows that the spectral

projections of T2 permute with the spectral projections of T,.

3. Main result.

Theorem 1. Let {Sa}, 0<a<a, (0<a^oo) be a one-parametric family of sym-

metric operators in a Hilbert space Q and D be a dense linear manifold in $ such that

( 1 ) £><= D(SaSß) for alia, ß such that 0<a + ß<a,

(2) SaSex = Sa + ßx for all x e D and a, ß such that 0 < a + ß < a, and
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(3) for every xe D, (Sax, x) is a bounded or Lebesgue measurable function of a

in some interval.

Then the operators Sa,0<a<a, are essentially selfadjoint and there exists a unique

positive selfadjoint operator T= J*™ A dE(X) such that

/•oo

Sa = Ta =        \adE(X)   for allO < a < a.

If furthermore

(4) (Sax, *)-> ¡|x||2 as a->0+ for every x in a dense linear manifold D0<^ D,

then F> 0 and Sa = eaA for 0 < a < a, where

A = log F =  I"" log A dE(X).
Jo

Proof. The function/x(a) = log (Sax, x), x e D, is a midpoint convex function on

the interval 0 < a < a for

fx((a + ß)ß) = log(S(a + m2x,x) = log(Sal2x, Sei2x) ^ log |Sa/2.x;||+log \\Smx\\

$ i log (SaX, X) + i log (SßX, X) = ifx(a) + ^fx(ß).

This, together with condition (3), implies that the function /*(«) and hence

(Sax, x) is continuous on the interval 0<a<a, as was noted by Nagy [3, p. 73].

From this follows that the function a -> (Sax, y) is continuous on the interval

0<a<a/2 for every xe D and y e fe because

\(Sax,y)-(Sßx,y)\2 S ||.S>-S„x||2||j||2

^ [(S2ax, x) - 2(Sa + „x, x) + (S2ex, x)] \\y ||2 -> 0

as a -> ß.

For every 0<a<a let Aa be the restriction of Sa to D u yo<t<a_„ StD. Then

clearly Aa, 0<a<a, are symmetric operators in fe which satisfy conditions (l)-(3)

with Sa replaced by Aa. Moreover Aa is positive for every 0<«<a. Indeed, if

0<a<a, and x e D(Aa) then either x e D or x = Sty, where y e D and 0<t<a — a.

In the first case

(Aax, x) = (Sax, x) = ||Sa/2x||2 ^ 0

and in the latter

(Aax, x) = (Sa+ty, Sty) = \\Sal2+ty\\2 ^ 0.

Since Aa is positive it has a positive selfadjoint extension, for example the Friedrich

extension. For every 0<a<a let Ta be any positive selfadjoint extension of Aa.

Clearly we may write Ta (uniquely) of the form

Ta = J" /■ dEa(t),

where {Ea(o)} is a spectral measure on [0, oo) (2).

(2) If {E(a)} is the canonical spectral measure of Ta on [0, oo), then Ea(o) = E(alla), where

o1'« = {iä0 | feo}.
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Next we show that for every xe D and y e íq there exists a bounded Radon

measure ¡xXiy on [0, co) such that

/»co

(Sax,y)=\    tadnx<y(t)   for all 0 < a < aß.
Jo

Choose 0<a0<0 arbitrarily. For x e D and y e íq let ¡x{^y be the Radon measure

determined by tâ,)y(a) = (Eaol2"(o)x, y), n= 1, 2,.... Since ||/4B,>J =s |*|| IMI for all n

there exists a subsequence {^(x^} of {/4n,i/} which converges to a bounded Radon

measure ¡iXjy on [0, co) in the w*-topology of the conjugate space of C0([0, oo)) (the

space of complex-valued continuous functions on [0, co) vanishing at infinity).

If 0<a<a is of the form a = (k/2n)a0, where k and n are positive integers, and

xe D and y e £>, then

(Sax,y) = (Aax,y) = «/2»x, y) = (Tkaol2»x,y) = j   P d&Jf)

and

||sa*||2 = Max||2 = M£0/2-*ll2 = \\Tkaol2«x\\2 = £° í"-*g¡W0-

Thus, if 0 < a < a is of the form a = (k¡2m)a0, where k and m are positive integers and

x e D, y e §, then

(Sax

/.to

Jo
tad^y(t)   and    H^xll

Jo
t2"d^x(t)

for all sufficiently large n. If now i? is any positive number and a < a' < a is another

number of the form a =(k'¡2m')a0, where k' and m are positive integers, then

(sax,y)- f p 44-uol = f" '""*''"' ¿If&KO
Jo I       Jb

^ b°-°- r p d\^y\(t)
Jo

( t2«-dn™(t)j yo «co)

£ 5*-«'||¿V*|| \\y\\

for all sufficiently large n. Hence if we choose B to be a point at which ttx,y is

continuous (i.e. fix_y({B}) = 0), let n = nr and let r -> oo, we obtain the inequality

(5,
'^^-JJf « ̂ .y(0 á ^-"'I^-Xll  |b||.

From this follows, if we let B -» oo through a sequence of points at which fiXtV is

continuous, that

(Sax,y) = J"    Pd^y(t).
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Since both sides of this equation are continuous functions of a in the interval

0<a<a/2 we conclude that
/•oo

(Sax, y) = Jo   t" dtxx,y(t)

for all 0 < a < a/2, xe D and y e fe. Let vxy be the bounded Radon measure on the

real line defined by dvx y(s) = dp.x,y(es), then

(Sax, y) =  P   ef» dvx_y(s)
J — CO

for all 0 < a < a\2, xe D and y e fe.

We now prove that if 0<a + ß<aß, then Sa and Sß are selfadjoint and permute.

Since Aa<=Sa and Aß<=Sß it is sufficient to show that Aa and Aß are selfadjoint and

permute. This we prove by applying Lemma 1. Since Aa and AB are positive they

both have equal deficiency indices and to prove our assertion it is sufficient by

Lemma 1 to show that the set of vectors

{(Aa-iI)(Aß-iI)x},

where x varies over D(Aa + e), is dense in fe. (Note that D(Aa + ß) is contained in

D(Aa), D(Aß) and D(AaAe).) Suppose y e fe and

((Aa-iI)(Aß-iI)x, y) = 0   for all x e D(Aa + ß).

Then in particular ((Aa-iI)(Aß-iI)Stz, y) = 0 for all z e D and 0<t<a/2-(a + ß).

Then

((Aa + ß + t-iAß + t-iAa + i-At)z,y) =  P   e!s(eas-0(eßs-0 *,.„(*) = 0
J — 00

for all 0<t<aj2 — (a + ß) and every ze D. From this follows by the uniqueness

theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes integrals [5, p. 243] that the measure

(e"s-i)(eBs-i)dvz,y(s)

is zero for every ze D. Hence vzy = 0 for every ze D. Therefore

(Ayx,y) =  P   e"dvx,y(s) = 0
J — oo

for all 0<y<a/2 and xe D. But

((Aa-iI)(Aß-iI)x,y) = (Aa + ßx,y)-i(Aßx,y)-i(Aax,y)-(x,y) = 0

for all xe D. Hence (x, y) = 0 for all xe D. Therefore y = 0, since D is dense in fe.

This shows that Aa = Sa and Aß = Sß are selfadjoint and permute if 0<a + ß<aß.

Since Aa<=Ta and Fa is selfadjoint it also follows that

Sa = Aa = Ta   for 0 < a < a/2.

Now let 0<b<a/2 be arbitrary but fixed and {F(<r)} be the spectral measure

{E„(a)} on [0, oo).
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Let F=J" XdE(X), then Sb = Tb = J" X" dE(X) = T". Now 5M is a positive self-

adjoint operator which permutes with S6. Hence Sbl2 permutes with Sb. But

S2/2x = S2i2x = Sbx = Sbx for all x e D. Hence Sb2/2 = Sb by Proposition 1. From this

follows, since a positive selfadjoint operator has a unique positive selfadjoint

square root, that Sb/2 = Sb112. That is,

Sm = J"° A«2 ¿F(A) = Tbl2.

Continuing this way we get that

Sbl2n =  P A6'2" dE(X) = T"l2n

for all positive integers n. Suppose that 0 < a<a¡2 is of the form a ■= (k\2n)b, where k

and n are positive integers. Sa and Sbt2" permute and therefore Sa and S*¡2n permute.

Moreover

Sax = Sax = Sbi2"X = Sb/2"X   for all xe D,

hence Sa = 5¿>2n by Proposition 1. But

^fc/2n =  P Afci"2n </£(A) =  i"" Xa dE(X) = Ta.
Jo Jo

Thus Sa = Fa for all 0 < a < a/2 of the form a = (A/2n)A, where k and n are positive

integers.

Next we prove that Sa = Ta for all 0<a<a¡2. First we note that D<= D(Ta) for

all 0<a<a. Indeed, if 0<a<a, choose positive integers k and n such that

a<ß = (kj2n)b<a. Then

Sf/2 c Sf/2 = (F"'2)2 = T».

Hence /)c D(Tß)^ D(Ta). If now xeflandyel», then

(F"x, y) = j" X« d(E(X)x, y)   and    (Sax, y) = (Sax, y)

are continuous functions on the interval 0<a<a/2 which agree on a dense set.

Hence (Sax, y) = (Tax, y) for all x e D, y e fe and 0 < a < a/2. Therefore, if 0 < a < a/2,

Sax = Tax for all x e D. Furthermore, Sa permutes with the spectral measure

{E(a)} and hence with T". Hence, by Proposition 1, Sa = Ta for 0 < a < a/2.

Suppose a<oo and a/2 g a < a. To show that Sa = Ta it is sufficient to show that

Aa = Ta since Aa<^Sa. To prove this we first show that Aa is essentially selfadjoint.

Suppose that A*y = iy, then

(Aa + ex,y) = (Aßx,A*y) = -i(Aßx,y)

for all x e D and 0<ß<a — a. But if x e D,

A v —   A 2 V  —  <T<l2 + *"2'>2v  —   Ta + By
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Hence (Ta + ex, y)= -i(Tßx, y), i.e.

P XBX"d(E(X)x,y) = -i P X*d(E(X)x,y)
Ja Jo

for all 0<ß<a — a and every xe D. Thus

f X»(X" + i)d(E(X)x,y) = 0
Jo<A< oo

for all 0<ß<a — a and every xe D. From this follows, by the uniqueness theorem

for Laplace-Stieltjes integrals [5, p. 243], that the measure (Aa + /) d(E(X)x, y), and

hence d(E(X)x,y) restricted to the interval 0<A<oo, is zero. Hence (x,y) =

(E({0})x, y) = (x, E({0})y) for all xeD. This implies that E({0})y=y. Hence y e D(Ta)

and Tay = 0. But AacA2al2^(Tttl2f = Ta and therefore A* = Ta. Hence iy = A*y

= Tay = 0. Thus Aa<^Ta and Aa is essentially selfadjoint, hence Aa = Ta.

Finally, if xe D, then

(Sax,x) = (T"x,x) = j" A^H^A^II2^ ||x||2-||£({0})x||2

as a ^- 0+. Therefore, if condition (4) is satisfied, E({0})x = 0 for all x e D0 and

hence E({0}) = 0. It follows that T>0 and Sa = eaA for all a, where

A = log T =  P log A </£(A).

Corollary 1. Let {Sa}, a<a<b, ( — co^a<0<b^oo) be a one-parametric

family of symmetric operators in a Hilbert space § and D be a dense linear manifold

in § such that

( 1 ) D<=D(SaSß) for all a, ß such that a<a + ß<b,

(2) SaSßx = Sa + ex for all x e D and cc, ß such that a<a + ß<b,

(3) S0x = xfor all xe D, and

(4) for every xe D, (Sax, x) is a bounded or Lebesgue measurable function of a in

some interval.

Then the operators Sa,a<a<b, are essentially selfadjoint and there exists a

unique selfadjoint operator /4 = J™00 A dE(X) such that

Sa = eaA =  P   eak dE(X)   for a < a < b.
J — oo

Proof. (3) implies that S0 = I and by the preceding theorem there exist (unique)

selfadjoint operators A=¡Zm X dE(X) and B = \co_a> X dF(X) such that

Sa = e"

and

=  P   eaK dE(X)   for 0 ^ a < b
J — a»

=  P   eBK dF(X)   for a < ß ^ 0.
J - 00
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To show that A = B we first prove that A and B permute. If x e D, y e D and

a<j8<0,

(SaSßx,y)=  P   e^d(E(X)Sex,y)
J — OO

and

(SaSßx, y) = (Sax, Sßy) =  P   e°* d(E(X)x, Sßy)
J — 00

for all 0^a<A. Hence by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes integrals

(loc. cit. p. 243) the measures d(E(X)x, Sßy) and d(E(X)Sßx,y) are equal for xe D,

y e D and a<ß<0. Hence, for x e D and y e D,

(E(o)x,SBy)=  P   e^d{E(a)x,F(X)y)
J — 00

= (E(o)Sßx, y) = (Sßx, E(o)y)

=  P   e«* d(F(X)x, E(a)y)
J — oo

for all Borel sets o and a</J<0. It follows again from the uniqueness theorem for

Laplace-Stieltjes integrals that

(E(a)x, F(r)y) = (F(r)x, E(a)y)

for all Borel sets t (and all Borel sets a and all x, y in Z)). This implies, since D is

dense in fe, that the spectral projections of A and B permute.

Let 0<a<A and suppose that a<— a. We shall prove that S_a = S~\ i.e.

e~aB = e~aA. S-a and S'1 permute since A and B permute and if y = Sa+ßx, where

xe D and 0<ß<b — a,

S~ay = S-aSa+ßx = >->gX = oa iji/j-f = >ja j^.

But the set of all such y is dense in fe for, if

e*Ae"Ä ¿(F(A)x, z) = (Sa+/5x, z) = 0
/:

for all 0<ß<b — a and xe D, then once more from the uniqueness theorem for

Laplace-Stieltjes integrals we obtain that the measure eaA d(E(X)x, z) and hence

d(E(X)x, z) is zero for all xe D. It follows that (x, z) = 0 for all x e D and hence

z = 0. Thus S_„ and 5"1 permute and agree on a dense set. Hence by Proposition 1,
c     — c-i
•1 _ a — ¿a    ■

Finally, if a< — a<0, choose an integer « such that a\n<b; then

S.a = S-aln = (jggr = (e-(aMAr = e~aA.

Remark. If in the statement of Corollary 1 conditions (1), (2) and (4) but not (3)

are  satisfied,  then  by  Theorem   1   there  exist  positive  selfadjoint  operators
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A=jZ XdE(X) and B = j™ XdF(X) such that Sa = Aa = l™ XadE(X) and S.ß = Be

= J" AflrfF(A)for0<a<6and0<jS<-a. If now x e D, then

(Sax, y) = J" A« ¿(F(A)x, y) -> (x, j;) - (£({0})x, j)

as «^0 + and

(S_ax, y) = j" X" d(F(X)x, y) -> (x, y) - (F({0})x, y)

as a^0+ for ail yeD.lt follows, since a^(Sax,y) is continuous on a<a<b

for every x and y in D (by (4)), that £({0})x = F({0})x for ail x e D. Hence

£({0}) = F({0}). Let P = E({0}), §0 = R(P) and §x = #¿. Then £, reduces each operator

5a, a<a<b, and if Fa is the restriction of 5a to £i, then {Fa}, a<a<b, satisfies

conditions (l)-(4) of Corollary 1. Hence there exists a unique selfadjoint operator

C in £>, such that Ta = e"c for a<a<b. The restriction of Sa to §0 is the zero

operator 00 in §0. Thus, 5a = 00 © eaC for a<a<b.

The next theorem diners from Theorem 1 only in that the interval of parameters

is of the form 0<a<a<co, but this requires some basic changes at a few places in

the proof. We omit the details.

Theorem 2. Let {Sa}, 0<a<a<co, be a one-parametric family of symmetric

operators in a Hubert space £> and D a dense linear manifold in § such that

(1) DcD(SaSß)foralla<a,ß,

(2) SaSßx =Sa + ßx for all xe D and a<a, ß, and

(3) for every xe D, (Sax, x) is a bounded or Lebesgue measurable function of a in

some interval.

Then the operators Sa, a<a<co, are essentially selfadjoint and there exists a

unique positive selfadjoint operator T=j^ X dE(X) such that

Í.OO

Sa = T" = \    Xa dE(X)   fora < a < oo.
Jo

4. Application.    For an application of Theorem 1 consider a locally compact

(Hausdorff) group G with left-Haar measure dx and a family of positive Radon

measures (fj,a), 0<a<2a, on G with the following properties (cf. [1]):

(1) (¿a=¡ía for all 0<a<2a (i.e. the measures tta are symmetric: ¡f(x)djß.a(x)

=if(x-^)dt,a(x)),

(2) ¡xa * ¡xß = /j.a + ß for 0 < a + ß < 2a, and

(3) a —s-f/i/iia is continuous on 0<a<2a for every fe C00(G) (the space of

continuous functions on G with compact support).

Let Sa, for 0<ce<a, be the convolution operator Saf=¡j.a *fin L2=L2(G, dx)

with domain {fe L2 \ ¡jlu * \f\ e L2} and D = C00(G). Then one verifies easily that all

conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and Ta = S* is the convolution operator

Taf=¡j.a *f with maximal domain {feL2 \ [¡-a*fel?} for 0<a<a. Hence there

exists by Theorem 1 a positive selfadjoint operator A such that Ta=A" for 0 < a < a.
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Example. Let G = Rn and p.a, 0<a<n, be the measures considered by M.

Riesz [4] in his theory of elliptic potentials of order a:

Ma*/W = ]¿«j ¿..Ml*-'!—'*,

where //n(a) = 77n,22<T(a/2)/r((n-a)/2). In this case A=(-A)'112, where A is the

selfadjoint operator which is the closure of the Laplace operator in L\Rn) with

domain the C"-functions with compact support. In this example condition (4) of

Theorem 1 is satisfied so that Ta — eaB, where B= — \ log ( — A).

This well-known fact can be established using the theory of Fourier transform of

distributions. For an arbitrary non-Abelian group G no such tools are available in

general.
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